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Abstract 

 

Structural health and usage monitoring of Unmanned Air Vehicles (UAV) is of increasing 

interest not only for the evaluation of flight loads and the use of data in order to estimate 

the remaining lifetime of the structure, but also for a fast and reliable assessment of 

structural impacts due to unexpected events that can produce significant loads on the 

structure, such as hard landings and gusts.   

A health and usage monitoring system (HUMS) for INTA’s medium altitude and long 
endurance (MALE) UAV called MILANO is being developed. The system is based on 

high strength draw tower fiber Bragg grating sensors (FBGSs) that measure strain and 

temperature and that are integrated in the central wing box in the central and the aft 

fuselage. An airborne optical interrogator is integrated for in-flight measurements to 

measure flight loads over life time. Information about special events such as hard landing 

or gust loads can be given to the maintenance operators. The detection of structural 

damage will be done comparing the strain distribution of the pristine structure with results 

of the actual structure by loading the structure on ground in a repeatable defined way. 

Damage will be flagged, when a defined damage index is exceeded. 

 

 

1.  Introduction 
 

Unmanned Air Vehicles (UAV) are of increasing interest to the military and civilian 

aviation. Many different designs are already on the market for surveillance and 

reconnaissance, flying targets and combat. Most of the times the vehicles structures are 

made of carbon fiber reinforced plastics (CFRP) in order to obtain high structural 

efficiency by making use of its very high specific strength and stiffness. The CFRP 

structures are usually bonded type designs that minimize weight and offer optimal load 

introduction in the composite structure, thus avoiding stress concentrations. However, 

riveted joints are still required for highly loaded points such as the wing attachments or 

bonded joints where special guaranty for over life time durability is required.  

Structural load monitoring of UAVs is of high relevance not only for the evaluation of 

flight loads and the use of this data in order to estimate the remaining lifetime of the 

structure, but also for a fast and reliable assessment of structural impacts due to 

unexpected events, such as hard landings and gusts that can produce significant loads on 

the structure. This is especially important with CFRP structures where damage is quite 

often barely visible and conventional non-destructive inspection (NDI) techniques are 

time consuming and require highly trained operators. In-flight loads monitoring enables 

in combination with an easy but reliable damage detection technique fast turnaround 

times and increases the availability of the UAVs. There appear to be very few cases in 
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which flight load and usage monitoring has been performed with UAVs. The known cases 

apart from activities of the Spanish National Institute for Aerospace Technology (INTA) 

with its tactical surveillance UAV SIVA [1] or its flying target DIANA [2] are the 

structural loads monitoring of the NISHANT UAV by an Israeli- Indian group [3][4] and 

the High Altitude Long Endurance (HALE) UAV HERON from IAI company [5][6] 

applying UAV airworthiness requirements based on commercial manned aircraft 

airworthiness regulations making use of the installed optical sensor network [7][8]. 

Another case is the NASA that performed flight tests of an instrumented Predator A [9] 

and on its Helios wing [10][11][12][13]. In all these cases, fiber optic sensors such as 

fiber Bragg grating sensors (FBGSs) have been used for measuring both, strain and 

temperature. FBGSs are very appealing for the use in UAV applications due to their very 

low weight, minimal volume, multiplexibility, reliability and immunity to 

electromagnetic influences. Many sensors can be routed in a single optical fiber and they 

do not interfere or are not interfered by communication and observation antenna systems 

on board or any other electro-magnetic interference (EMI). 

 

Recent developments in FBGS are the draw tower gratings (DTG) from FBGS 

TECHNOLOGIES Company, that are available with polyimide or Ormocer coating [14], 

[15] and that are very robust sensors, suitable to stand the harsh aeronautic environment 

during flight. Test campaigns have been performed at INTA that proved the reliability of 

these FBGSs in a wide temperature range from -150 to 200ºC [16], [17], in cryogenic 

condition  [18], in dry and wet condition, under fatigue loading [19] and in embedded and 

surface bonded condition in both, composite material and metal.    

 

Currently there is no flight certified interrogator for FBGSs on the market, although 

developments from Smart Fibers Company [20], Insensys/ Epsilon Optics Company [21], 

and Technobis Company [22] are adequate systems for airborne applications. 

The following paper describes the activities of INTA using a Health and Usage 

Monitoring System (HUMS) based on robust DTGs of its medium altitude long 

endurance (MALE) UAV MILANO.  

 

 
Figure 1. MILANO UAV with an integrated HUMS during on-ground tests. FF/AF2: Front/Aft- 

fuselage. CW: Central wing.  
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2.  Integrated HUMS of MILANO 
 

INTA has gained a lot of experience in the last two decades in the design, manufacturing, 

and application of in-house developed UAVs for surveillance, reconnaissance, and flying 

targets. One of the UAVs developed and assembled by INTA is the MILANO that was 

developed out of a research and development project for MALE operations. The all CFRP 

structure has a wing span of 12.5 m, service of ceiling of 9000 m and more than 20 h of 

endurance, see figure 1. The MALE UAV is currently being tested on ground. First flight 

tests are expected in 2018. 

 

MILANO is equipped with a network of DTGs in the central wing, central and aft- 

fuselage in the configuration outlined in figure 2. The main objectives of the installed 

sensor systems are: 

• Flight loads monitoring 

• Special events evaluation 

• Damage detection 

• Design data verification 

• Data collection for certification 

The flight data, stored in the FBGS interrogator, will be downloaded via Ethernet 

interface and will be analysed on ground after each flight or group of flights in order to 

estimate the residual life of the structure and detect possible structural damage. The 

measured strain data will be compared with reference strain values of the pristine 

structure. The physical principle for the damage detection is the load path change due to 

the presence of a structural damage. The load re-distributes inside the structure, if any of 

their elements changes their stiffness, due to the reduction of its load bearing area by, as 

for instance debonding of structural elements, local cracks or delaminations of the 

composite material. This re-distribution of the load results in differences of the strain 

distribution inside the structure and can be detected by the integrated strain sensors. A 

damage index will be calculated using the new measured data. Experiences have been 

gained with this technique in the fast flying aerial target DIANA from INTA [2]. The 

temperature compensation of the data is foreseen with the installed temperature sensors 

and previously performed calibrations of the instrumented structure. A reference load is 

required for the detection of the load path changes. The reference load is in the case of 

the before mentioned DIANA a calibrated weight that is located in a defined point of its 

front fuselage. In the case of the HERON UAV [3] the UAV is lifted up with a crane in 

defined positions of the wing to obtain a repeatable reference load. In the MILANO, the 

reference load is still to be defined. 

 

It is also planned to establish a statistical model based on Principal Component Analysis 

(PCA) method to detect structural damage [24]. This method is able to identify damage 

by the changes of the global strain fields, but it cannot identify the exact damage location. 

Should damage be detected by this PCA method, its location and dimension must be 

determined by conventional inspection.   

 

Special events such as gust loads or hard landing are of special interest to the UAV user. 

The data will be highlighted to the first level of maintenance personal in the data 
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evaluation on ground. The collected data are also very useful for the verification and 

optimization of the UAV design. These data can also be used for a possible certification 

of the UAV where a very clear knowledge of the real flight loads is absolutely necessary 

to obtain a flight certification.   

 

 
 

Figure 2. Sketch of a the sensors installed in MILANO UAV. a) Fuselage and central wing , b) 

detail of central wing, c) detail of the aft-fuselage showing the sensor Nº, the damage and the 

principal rivets   

 

The airborne interrogator of MILANO is the Smart Scan Aero Mini from Smart Fibers 

Company [20] which is a compact and robust interrogator for dynamic measurement of 

FBGS based on a tuneable laser source. Data are written during flight to a 32 GB internal 

flash memory allowing extended flight trial data logging without the need for a separate 

flightworthy computer. The interrogator has passed Military Standard environmental 

qualification Mil-Std 810G in shock (20g) and vibration (11g rms) and is operative in the 

temperature range from -40 to 60ºC. Each of its 4 channels has a spectral width of 40 nm 

that can host around 10 sensors, depending on the required strain levels. The fiber optic 

sensors used are high strength, Ormocer coated DTGs.  

 

The epoxy bonded sensors have been characterized in a prior testing campaign to evaluate 

the corresponding gage factor and to guarantee their good performance over the lifetime 

of the UAV. The mean normalized gage factor Knorm[pm//pm], for a temperature range 

from – 55ºC to 80ºC and 10E6 load cycles is 0,755·10E-6 ± 2,3% [25]. 

 

 

 

2.  Ground test evaluation of the MILANO HUMS 
 

The HUMS of MILANO has been evaluated until now on ground during qualification 

tests of the wing and in destructive tests of the aft fuselage. In the first case the complete 

wing was tested to ultimate load. In the latter case, an aft fuselage was tested with defined 

damaged zones.  
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2.1 Ground test evaluation of MILANO wing 

 

Ground tests have been performed with the wing of MILANO UAV to confirm its 

mechanical performance. The wing has been loaded by calibrated weights simulating the 

ultimate flight loads demanded for the flight certification. The strain distribution in the 

wing box has been measured with 9 FBGSs that are surface bonded on the leading and 

trailing edge wing spars as it can be seen in the sketch of figure 2 and 4. During the ground 

tests bearing failures occurred in two rivets from the leading edge side and in one rivet 

from the trailing edge side in the connection of the central composite wing to the metal 

attachment of the external wing, figure 3. 

 

   

Figure 3. Image of the joint between central and external wing on the trailing edge side showing the 

location of the bearing failure of one rivet. View from down side. 

 

After the damage had occurred, the global wing deflection under load had almost no 

notable change, but the strain distribution changed in the central wing box that was clearly 

detected by the installed FBGSs, figure 4. A significant change of the strain distribution 

can be seen in the trailing and leading edge sensors Nº 1 and Nº 2 and in the transversal 

wing spar sensor of the leading edge side Nº 7, where a sudden variation of more than 

100 microstrain could be detected when the damage occurred.  This sudden change of the 

strain value is already for itself an indicator, but the presence of a damage is even more 

visible, when calculating the difference of the measured strains at the different sensor 

locations, as shown in figure 5. Calculating the difference of sensor 7 with sensor 3, shows 

an instant jump of the measurements in the moment when the damage occurs. The 

difference of sensors 1 and 2, which initially was not a very clear indicator when 

evaluating the strain measurement of each sensor individually, shows now much better 

the occurrence of a damage when assessing the strain differential of the sensor pairs. 

Another indicator of damage is the strain offset at zero load after the test which is clearly 

visible in sensor 7 for the individual measurement, but is even better visible, when 

calculating the differences of the sensor pairs 2 and 1 as shown in figure 5. When 

statistical techniques such as the principal component analysis (PCA) are applied, 

changes from the normal strain distribution become automatically detectable and possible 
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damage can be flagged. In this case it is not possible to know the exact location of the 

damage or its size, but the fact that damage has occurred in a component and that 

inspection is required can be identified.  

 

 
Figure 4. Strain distribution in the wing box during loading tests when the bearing failure 

occurred. The dotted vertical line indicates the occurrence of the damage. The sketch shows the 

central wing box and the sensor positions 

 

 

   
Figure 5. Changes of the strain differences between sensor pairs due to the presence of the damage 

that are an even clearer indicator of the damage occurrence  

 

The first level on-ground maintenance crew will be advised when a significant off-set 

between sensors is detected or if any of the sensors have exceeded in flight a given 

threshold that is the indicator for possible overload incident. If no incident is flagged, the 

data will be stored and used only for the fatigue life monitoring. 
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2.2 Destructive tests of the aft fuselage 

 

Two aft-fuselages were manufactured in the frame of the national funded INESASSE 

project and are instrumented each with 20 DTGs for strain measurement and one for 

temperature. The CFRP elements (skins, stringers, stiffeners and bulkheads) are in 

general bonded using a two component structural adhesive.  One of the aft-fuselages 

(AF1) was manufactured with defined “damage zones” and is tested under quasi static 

flexural and torsion load. Four zones of this fuselage are not bonded but riveted, so that 

the structural continuity is guaranteed but offering the possibility to introduce damage by 

removing rivets step by step. These zones are located in three of the four bulkheads and 

in the lateral main stringer as shown in figure 2. The other aft-fuselage, AF2, was 

manufactured according the standard design and all the elements are bonded together. 

Whilst AF1 is used to evaluate the damage detection ability, AF2 is used to demonstrate 

the robustness of its sensor system in flight, measures flight loads and evaluate the 

robustness of the damage detection algorithms against false alarms.  

 

    
 
Figure 6. Left: AF1 in test rig loaded in flexure with two hydraulic actuator and fixed as cantilever 

in its central fuselage attachments.  Right: Detail of the removed rivets from the lower panel 

(Damage D1) and skin panel (Damage D4) indicating the first 3 rivets removed.  

 

A baseline reference of the completely riveted fuselage was taken in flexural and torsion 

load. The load was introduced in 10% steps reaching 4kN in flexural and 2kN in torsion 

load. Following, the rivets in the second bulkhead were removed one by one until the half 

of the total number and then in four by four rivets. After each rivet removal the same 

mechanical tests were performed. Before each test, the strain values were balanced. The 

off-set of each sensor after the tests that could be a result of adjustments in the testing rig, 

the riveted zones or the bonded areas were subtracted in each sensor. A temperature 

compensation was programmed so that temperature influences during the tests that last 

about six to ten minutes are compensated. The obtained results were compared to the 

reference and the difference in percent was calculated for each sensor. The three times 

standard deviation (3 is subtracted from each result to obtain a statistically trustable 

result. The final result is the damage index (1), 

 

                                                    ��  [%] = �0�−���0� ·                                                    (1) 

 

where 0i is the initial strain of sensor i minus 3 and i the actual strain minus 3 

measured in the sensor at maximum load. An arbitrary threshold was defined for the 
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damage index of each sensor that indicates when a damage will be flagged. The damage 

is flagged as for instance at Di=6% in the case of sensor A1 that is located in the flat 

bottom of AF1 close to the damage, when the complete foot area of the second bulkhead 

was debonded (damage D1). Di increased, when additionally the lateral rivets (D4) were 

removed, figure 7. The FBGS C10 located close to the attachment and more far from the 

damage shows a similar tendency but when applying Di=6%, damage would only be 

flagged when the complete foot line of the bulkhead plus 9 rivets from the stringer are 

removed. 

 

 
 
Figure 7. Damage index of sensor A1 and C10 when rivets were been removed step by step. Rivets 

from damage D1 (1, 3, 5, 7, 11 and 15). Rivets in D4 (+3, +6, +9, +12, +15, +23 and +31). Error bars 

indicate the standard deviation obtained in three corresponding tests in the same condition with all 

the rivets from D1 and D4 removed (15+31). 

 

The maximum strain values in these tests are relatively low especially in the sensors that 

are bonded to the bulkheads. Although the three times standard deviation 3 was 

subtracted from the measured values the results of the bulkhead sensor are not trustworthy 

and many false alarms can be expected, because the ratio between the measured values 

and the interrogator noise plus possible thermal effects are too close. In general, only 

relatively large damage is detectable. The strain distribution is quite complex and there is 

often no clear relation visible between the removal of a rivet and the response in the strain 

field far from the damage. Other techniques such as PCA and neural networks would need 

to be applied to improve the results. These techniques are also studied within this 

INESASSE project and will be presented in another paper from the same authors. 

 

 

3.  Conclusions 
 

The experience gained on INTA’s SIVA UAV has been used to design a HUMS for the 
MALE UAV MILANO. The robust DTG FBGSs showed a good performance in their 

characterization in a wide temperature range and under fatigue loads and worked reliable 

during the performed tests of the central wing and the aft-fuselage. It is supposed that 

these FBGS, their harness and the robust interrogator from SMART FIBERS Company 

will work reliable during the flight test campaigns. The ground tests on the MILANO 
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wing demonstrated the potential to detect structural damage during flight by the change 

of the load path and strain distributions. On-ground tests of constant quasi static load 

performed with an aft-fuselage demonstrated the possibility to detect damage. Typical 

damage such as debonding of structural elements was simulated by removing rivets step 

by step of zones that haven’t been bonded, as the rest of the structure, but riveted. Only 
relatively large damage could be detected with confidence, such as the debonding of the 

total foot section of a bulkhead, but it should be noticed that the global deflection of the 

aft-fuselage was still not compromised when this damage was detected. Removing only 

some rivets was detectable in the sensors located on the bulkhead itself, but due to the 

low signal to noise ratio and in this case the relatively high standard deviation no clear 

conclusions could be drawn. The tests are still ongoing and more results are expected in 

the next time. Other damage detection algorithms apart from the already applied damage 

index, such as PCA and neural networks, will be studied. 
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